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How would you describe the year 2020? Many people would not 
look back gladly, as the past year was beset with immense chal-
lenges. From a major volcanic eruption, damaging rains and flood-
ing from strong typhoons and a global health crisis, 2020 is a year 
of disruption in the Philippines. With the scale and speed of cata-
strophic events, most people described the year as unprecedented. 

Within just twelve days into 2020, the Taal volcano had a 
steam-driven eruption. With frequent volcanic lightning and the 
formation of an ash column, thousands of families fled their homes 
fearful of earthquakes and ashfall. The first month of the year end-
ed with the World Health Organization declaring the deadly and 
highly transmissible novel coronavirus a pandemic. Throughout 
the months of last year, a string of strong typhoons made landfall, 
claiming lives and damaging homes and livelihoods of thousands of 
Filipinos in Metro Manila and nearby regions. All these happening 
amid an ongoing health crisis. 

With strict mobility restrictions, closed businesses and threatened 
livelihoods, many Filipinos felt downtrodden in 2020. Yet, the fam-
ilies and beneficiaries of Manila Water Foundation programs said 
that the waves of compassionate support were uplifting. With its 
aim of bringing water access, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) for all 
communities, together with generous organizational partners and 
Manila Water employees, Manila Water Foundation went further 
and farther to deliver WASH. 

Hand in hand with communities, Manila Water Foundation installed 
sets after sets of faucets in public spaces to prevent the spread of 
the coronavirus, handed out batches upon batches of hygiene kits 
for many vulnerable sectors, deployed gallons after gallons of clean 
water for frontliners and families in disaster-affected areas. Smiles 
and words of gratitude came through the face masks.

Since it was founded until its 15th year in 2020, Manila Water Foun-
dation has served a total of 4,336,478 individuals across its pro-
grams, proof that the country must fill a wide gap and that WASH 
is a central element in nation-building. Communities cannot thrive 
if the population does not have sufficient supply of clean, potable 
water and have safely managed sanitation facilities. In emergen-
cies, drinking water is the top, immediate need by displaced fam-
ilies. The attention placed on WASH during the pandemic is much 
deserved as the country, and the world, is reminded of how pivotal 
WASH is to public health, in saving lives, developing communities 
and ensuring economic progress.  

2020 may be a year of setbacks which made people feel bowed 
down and low. Yet bright spots shown, and opportunities were car-
ried by the Filipino spirit of bayanihan, the selfless act of supporting 
one another towards re-building and resiliency. Through strategic 
partnerships, Manila Water Foundation animated uplifting syner-
gies, and in the years ahead it shall be passing on hope, forging 
onwards to lead WASH for Development.

FORGING AHEAD: LEADING WASH FOR DEVELOPMENT
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JOSE RENE GREGORY D. ALMENDRAS     
Chairman, Manila Water Foundation

Dear Advocates and Partners of the Manila Water Foundation, 

In 2020, it would have been completely normal for any organization faced with the daunting challenges from a global 
pandemic to step back and slow down: to wait and see. With the national government declaring an Enhanced Commu-
nity Quarantine in Metro Manila in the first quarter of last year, there was widespread fear of COVID-19 infection and 
changes had to be adopted from the way most things used to be. Amidst the threat of infection and mobility restriction, 
the Foundation was unfazed and brave. The team forged ahead in carrying out its mission to bring #WASHForAllCom-
munities.  

The Foundation demonstrated agility in 2020 by pivoting to WASH in Pandemic. This was to urgently respond to com-
munities and institutions in need of curbing the spread of COVID-19 through important interventions around water 
access, sanitation and hygiene.  The Foundation showed a deep sense of mission by providing support to Metro Ma-
nila Local Government Units and school communities. The Health in our Hand campaigns were on a digital stage and 
reached a wider audience.  

In 2020, the disasters which affected the regions were as intense as the health crisis the country was in. Just before the 
declaration of the COVID-19 pandemic, the eruption of Mount Taal in February displaced thousands of families flee-
ing from ash fall and earthquakes. From October to November, nine consecutive tropical cyclones hit the country that 
caused floods and landslides. With generous valued partners, the Foundation responded urgently and provided hygiene 
kits and potable water to affected communities.  

Alongside these major program strides, the Foundation began a three-year program consortium with two reputable or-
ganizations: Pilipinas Shell Foundation and World Vision Development Foundation for the Municipalities of Bombon and 
Pasacao in Camarines Sur, called Roots to Shoots. Manila Water Foundation leads the WASH component and significant 
milestones have been accomplished. 

Working alongside national government, the private sector and global organizations, the Foundation shaped essential 
partnerships in 2020 which will be key collaborators in the years ahead and in order to create lasting, positive impact. 

Truly, the spirit of genuine service, bayanihan and malasakit  were main driving force behind these accomplishments 
you are about to be inspired with. I would like to acknowledge the support given by our partners, and the talents and 
volunteers of the Manila Water enterprise. They were the pipelines for the Foundation’s mission to flow to thousands of 
individuals across the country.  

The COVID-19 pandemic made the world pause and reflect on what truly are essentials to businesses, livelihoods and 
economies. I believe that the pandemic also highlighted the centrality of the Foundation’s WASH advocacy: water 
access, sanitation and hygiene. The pandemic pointed to the important role WASH plays in public health - that for a 
country to flourish and for society to thrive, it must pay careful attention to health, and that WASH supports any prog-
ress that a community makes. It is my wish that in 2021 and beyond, the Foundation will forge ahead with its mission of 
bringing #WASHForAllCommunities. Yet beyond going to where there is great need, may the Foundation seize oppor-
tunities to animate important synergies and partnerships: that its set of programs continue to be purposeful producing 
results and outcomes which contribute to a whole, wider picture. 

I am certain that with the support of the Manila Water enterprise, partners in the country and overseas, Manila Water 
Foundation will continue to be at the forefront: leading WASH for Development.
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REGINALD M. ANDAL
Executive Director, Manila Water Foundation

Dear MWF Friends, 
 
Manila Water Foundation’s WASH (water access, sanitation and hygiene) advocacy was front and center of the public health 
crisis which started in 2020 and remained so, while many typhoons which hit the country. The year was marked with heightened 
attention to access to safe, clean water and hygiene habits which prevent the spread of a deadly virus and thus, save lives. Truly, 
it was an unprecedented year which brought unprecedented accomplishments for the team at Manila Water Foundation. These 
may be muted reasons to celebrate, yet the numbers and the stories you are about to read and hear, ring in the sound of hope 
that WASH brings.

In 2020, Manila Water Foundation marked its 16th year, and inched closer to serving a milestone of reaching 5 million individuals 
since it started its operations. Through the WASH programs, MWF was able to serve 4.3 million individuals as to date across the 
country. We served a total of 69 areas with 41 new locations where the WASH programs were implemented. Hand in hand with 
our 36 generous partners in the country and overseas, we have raised significant value in cash and in valued products to serve 
our beneficiaries. Our media reach and communication value across digital assets is three times higher than 2019. The synergies 
which were built and stories of reaching out to those in need were magnified with the support of media partners, and thus the 
WASH programs reached more individuals. 

Your Manila Water Foundation demonstrated agility as we shifted our programs focus to support Metro Manila local government 
units in curbing COVID-19 infections by constructing 16 hygiene facilities in public markets, health centers and special institu-
tions in key cities. Together with partners, we reached out to 15 schools to improve a school community’s access to clean water 
through the construction of hygiene facilities, distributed hygiene kits and info-educational materials.

Ensuring an inclusive approach, Manila Water Foundation continued to support its Integrated WASH communities Clean, po-
table water now flow in Aeta community settlements in Sitio Monicayo in Mabalacat City, and Sitio Sapang Uwak in Porac, 
Pamapanga. 45 Formerly toilet-less households now have privacy and access to properly managed sanitation facilities. As we 
have completed the WASH program phases, Manila Water Foundation provided support materials to sustain behavioral change 
towards health and well-being. WASH materials such as the WASH Jingle, Bayang may Kalinga, WASH Storybook  May Tubig na 
sina Tinay! and the WASH module Gabay sa Tubig, Sanitasyon at Palalusugan were handed over to the community. 

Replicating the successes of MWF leads the WASH component of a three-year synergies program called Roots to Shoots led 
by Pilipinas Shell Foundation and in partnership with World Vision Development Foundation. In just the first year, MWF led the 
construction 17 hygiene facilities in communities, and improved the water access of 920 households which now have 24/7 water 
supply.

The effects of the phreatic eruption of the Taal Volcano shook the country in the early weeks of 2020. Families fled their dam-
aged homes and took shelter from earthquakes and ash fall. On top of the COVID-19 health crisis, the country also dealt with a 
series of strong typhoons which affected regions and cities. Manila Water Foundation’s Agapay program, with valued partners, 
were among the first to bring more than 200,000 liters of much-needed water for families to drink and cleanse. 

Looking back at the turbulent year of 2020, Manila Water Foundation’s WASH advocacy and programs provided clear solutions 
to critical situations be it concerning health or in emergencies. Our team remains grateful and honored to have worked with 
trusted and reliable organizations, volunteers and Manila Water enterprise employees to bring WASH for all communities. In 
the years to come, we hope that the attention and wake-up call for WASH becomes a deeper realization for leaders and deci-
sion-makers: that WASH is central to public health: a vital component for societies to recover from the effects of the pandemic, 
and a key component for communities to thrive and flourish.

I now invite you to look back with us through our numbers, our stories and the hope that WASH brings: the force which guides 
Manila Water Foundation as it forges ahead, leading WASH for development.  
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Manila Water Foundation anchors its programs to eight Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations. 

Clean water and sanitation, as recognized by the United Nations, 
are vital to the fulfillment of all human rights. The lack thereof 
are two of the five indicators of extreme poverty. For this reason, 
Manila Water Foundation (MWF) has focused on bringing these 
basic needs to those who need them the most.  

WASH for All Communities is the battle cry of MWF. Enabling 
change through sustainable water access, sanitation and hygiene 
education (WASH) for marginalized communities in the Philippines, 
is the singular vision of the Foundation.

Anchored to the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDG), MWF supports SDG 1- No poverty; SDG 3 - Good health 
and well-being; SDG 4 - Quality education; SDG 6 - Clean water and 
sanitation; SDG 9 - Industry, innovation and infrastructure; SDG 14 - 
Life below water; and SDG 17 - Partnership for the Goals.

Leveraging on the enterprise’s business expertise in water supply 
and sanitation, Manila Water Foundation reaches out within and 
beyond the East Zone concession area in Metro Manila to serve the 
entire archipelago.

To make a meaningful impact, the Foundation uses an integrated 
approach-a holistic intervention intended to improve quality 
of life that empowers community members to drive their own 
transformation. Co-creating sustainable communities is possible 
because MWF does it hand in hand with its partner beneficiaries. 
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Supporting the health and safety protocols 
directed by the national government 
when the health crisis was declared, MWF 
demonstrated agility as it launched the 
WASH in Pandemic program. It aimed 
to provide hygiene facilities, supplies, 
education and information support 
to communities and institutions on 
precautionary measures to address the 
threat of COVID-19. 

To provide focused intervention, WASH 
in Pandemic program was divided into 
three streams: WASH in Pandemic for 
Communities, WASH in Pandemic for 
Institutions, and WASH in Pandemic for 
Emergencies.
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Under the Integrated WASH 
Program, MWF implements a 
holistic intervention of services: 
first, MWF provides access 
to clean and potable water in 
selected communities; second, 
MWF designs and builds toilets 
for communities to eliminate 
open defecation; finally, MWF 
heightens the communities’ 
awareness on the importance 
of proper hygiene practices 
as key to good health aligning 
with the first two phases.
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Manila Water Foundation reaches out to 
marginalized communities through its Flagship 
Programs: Lingap (Filipino term for care), Ahon 
(Filipino term for uplift), and Health in our Hands 
or HiOH. 

These programs serve public institutions and 
low-income communities that have limited 
capacity to construct hygiene facilities, install 
stand-alone water supply and sanitation 
systems. HiOH complements MWF’s approach 
of providing education sessions for communities 
aimed at strengthening the campaign for proper 
hygiene practices. 

Aligning with broader plans and goals of the 
Department of Health and the Department of 
Education, the MWF Flagship Programs ensure 
that no one is left behind, and demonstrate 
MWF’s commitment to the Filipino child.
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*Photos taken last March 2020 before the implementation of health protocols related to the COVID-19 pandemic
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Through its Special Programs, Manila Water 
Foundation promotes national development 
by recognizing social innovators and by 
assisting community recovery through disaster 
responses: MWF  Prize for Engineering 
Excellence, a  biennial award and the first-
ever recognizing body in the country 
that honors Filipino engineers who made 
notable contributions in the areas of water, 
sanitation, environment, and sustainability for 
marginalized communities; Agapay, a disaster 
response program that immediately addresses 
the water supply and sanitation needs of 
communities and families affected by disasters 
and calamities; and WASH Volunteerism, 
a pool of Manila Water enterprise talents 
and external partners who selflessly share 
their time, skills and resources with the 
Foundation’s initiatives.
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*Photos taken last January 2020 before the implementation of health protocols related to the COVID-19 pandemic
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